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Investment breakdown
Portfolio Summary

Buy-to-Let Owner Occupied

Purchased Forward Flow Originated

Oat Hill 2 Hops Hill 1 Cornhill 7 Barley Hill 1 Cornhill 5

Originator
Capital Home 

Loans
Keystone Property Finance The Mortgage Lender

Outstanding Balance £459m £399m £82m £118m £228m

Number Accounts 3,596 1,795 275 741 1,187

Average Mortgage Size £128k £222k £299k £160k £192k

WA Indexed LTV 60.68% 71.85% 71.95% 60.41% 66.34%

WA Interest Rate 1.37% 3.45% 3.44% 4.44% 3.89%

WA Remaining Term (mth) 107 259 283 270 300

WA Seasoning (mth) 172 13 1 34 17

3mth + Arrears (% balance) 1.42% 0.00% 0.00% 5.66% 1.00%

as at 28/05/2021

as at 28/05/2021

Barley Hill No. 1
15.8%

Oat Hill No.2
29.9%

Hops Hill No.1 
11.6%

Cornhill No.5
11.0%

Cornhill No.7
5.1%

Cash
26.6%

UK Mortgages Limited is a LSE-quoted listed closed-ended fund managed by TwentyFour Asset Management LLP.

Investment Outlook                                                     

Asset performance across the ABS spectrum remains healthy and positive fundamentals prevail, supporting the asset class. Slightly lighter 
issuance through April and May has contributed to the strong technical currently prevalent in the market. Once the current pipeline, which 
should soak up some of the current demand, has been absorbed, the team expects a relatively quiet summer, which should continue to support 
spreads over the next few months.
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Commentary 

Mortgage and Housing Market
The ongoing generally positive tone in housing markets continued over the last month, albeit one or two pieces of balancing data did possibly begin 
to emerge. HMRC reported UK residential transactions in the year to May up 138%, with the BoE reporting mortgage advances jumped 27% in 
a year due to another rise in mortgage approvals in April. Meanwhile, the property consultancy JLL predicted the highest grossing quarter in UK 
residential market history from June to August at an estimated £107bn. Furthermore, RICS noted the gap between demand and supply is at its 
widest since 2013, with surveyors reporting an increase in new buyer inquiries and a fall in the number of new listings.

For house prices, Rightmove reported the average UK house price grew by over £2,500 in May, with a record 37% of homes in England and Wales 
achieving their asking price or more compared to 28% a year previously and the long-term average of 23%. Halifax also reported house prices grew 
at their most robust pace in almost seven years. However, the ONS indicated a slowdown occurred during April, with buyer anxiety during the lead 
up to the original, but subsequently extended, deadline for stamp duty relief the possible cause. Data from Scotland, where the stamp duty holiday 
ended in March, supported the theory. Walker Fraser Steele reported transactions down by 35% in the month and a fall in prices. Finally, Hamptons 
said that renting a home is now typically cheaper than buying one, reversing the trend of the past six years.

RMBS Market
A steady flow of deals has recently characterised the UK RMBS market, with several regular issuers funding new lending, along with a number of 
older deals being called and refinanced. In addition, we also saw a rare and therefore heavily subscribed, small prime owner-occupied deal from 
Coventry Building Society.  Almost all the activity was subject to strong investor demand, with pricing reaching new tight levels. Positive sentiment 
in secondary markets also prevailed, as the market shrugged off inflation concerns on the back of a lack of general availability of secondary bonds, 
albeit we did see a slight pickup in BWIC volume, but these experienced quite aggressive bid activity.

Fund Commentary

The second leg of the two Coventry portfolio sales was completed as expected at the end of May, leading to the second of the two previously 
announced tenders. The second tender, on identical terms to the first, with a value of £20m at a price of 75 pence per share, was also oversubscribed, 
with around 81.1m shares validly tendered for approx. 26.67m shares. Meanwhile, ongoing management of the portfolios continued, with a period 
of relative stability and gradual dividend cover growth expected through the summer. Completions in the second Keystone portfolio have continued 
at a very encouraging rate, growing by £34m in May – well ahead of the £25m-£30m monthly target range – to reach £82m and by the time of 
writing this had grown further to just over £110m. A surge of further completions is expected at the end of June to benefit from maximum Stamp 
Duty relief, which will then be tapered at half the current rate for the next three months before returning to normal in October.

Arrears in the TML portfolios ticked up marginally again in May. However, (as previously signalled), the team received confirmation during the last 
few days that the sale of the property behind the largest loan in arrears has now completed. The sale of that property alone will reduce the arrears 
in Barley Hill No.1 by approximately 0.75%. 

Likewise, a further three arrears loans totalling almost the same amount again from across the two portfolios have either been sold or had their 
arrears balances cleared since the end of last month. Accordingly, progress toward restoring loans that fell into arrears during the pandemic to a 
more normalised state continues.

Finally, we have also seen a slight pickup in arrears in the Oat Hill portfolio over the last two months, with several loans previously benefitting from 
some level of forbearance now falling into the 3m+ bucket. CHL is actively servicing these loans, and we work with them to bring as many of these 
loans as possible back into compliance.

IMPORTANT: This fact sheet contains expressions of opinion and forward-looking statements of expectation. 
Any such view, expectation or opinion is solely attributable to the Investment Manager.



FOR INSTITUTIONAL/PROFESSIONAL INVESTORS ONLY. NO OTHER PERSONS SHOULD RELY ON THE INFORMATION CONTAINED IN THIS 
DOCUMENT. This document has been prepared for information purposes only in order to facilitate preliminary discussions with potential investors in the Fund 
and will not be made available to retail customers (as defined in the Financial Conduct Authority’s rules). The information and opinions contained herein are 
for background purposes only and do not purport to be full or complete. This document is preliminary and the information contained is selective and subject to 
verification, completion and amendment. It is not intended to be construed as a prospectus or other solicitation for the sale of any particular investment nor as 
investment advice and does not have regard to the specific investment objectives, financial situation, and particular needs of any person to whom it is presented. 
No representation or warranty, express or implied, is made as to the accuracy or completeness of the information contained herein and no responsibility, obligation 
or liability (whether direct or indirect, in contract, tort or otherwise) is or will be accepted by TwentyFour Asset Management LLP, Numis Securities Limited or 
the Fund or by any of their respective members, officers, employees or agents. Any application for shares in the Fund may be made solely on the basis of the 
information and opinions contained in the prospectus, as and when it becomes available, which may be different from the information and opinions contained 
in this document. Investors should not subscribe for or purchase any shares in the Fund on the basis of the information set out in this document. This document 
may not be distributed to the press or any other person, may not be reproduced in any form and may not be published, in whole or in part, for any purpose. 
Neither this document nor any part or copy of it may be taken or transmitted into, or distributed (directly or indirectly) in the United States, Australia, Canada 
or Japan (or to any resident of Japan) or any of their territories or possessions. The value of investments and the income from them can fall as well as rise. An 
investor may not get back the amount of money that he/she invests. This document has been issued by TwentyFour Asset Management LLP. For definitions 
of the investment terminology used within this document please see glossary at: https://twentyfouram.com/glossary TwentyFour Asset Management LLP is 
able to assist those institutional clients who require it with meeting their Solvency 2 obligations. In particular, TwentyFour Asset Management LLP will make all 
reasonable endeavours to comply with the Solvency 2 Regulations 2015 Article 256. Please contact the Compliance Department at compliance@twentyfouram. 
com for more information. TwentyFour Asset Management LLP is a Limited Liability Partnership incorporated in England under Partnership No. OC335015 with 
its registered office at 8th Floor, The Monument Building, 11 Monument Street, London EC3R 8AF and is authorised and regulated in the UK by the Financial 
Conduct Authority, FRN No. 481888.

Source: TwentyFour Asset Management. * as at 30/04/2021
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Type of Fund:  Closed-ended Investment Scheme

Listing & Trading: LSE Specialist Fund Market

ISA & SIPP Eligible:  Yes

Launch Date:  7th July 2015

Currency:  £ denominated

NAV Calculation:  As of the last business day of each month

Dealing:  Daily during LSE opening hours

Dividend:  Quarterly from April 2016

Market Capitalisation:* £147.94mn

Shares in Issue:  205mn

Price per Share:* 72.00p

NAV per Share:* 79.66p

NAV per Share 
(inc Dividend):* 108.16p

Premium / (Discount) 
to NAV:* -9.62%

Fund Facts

BoE:  Bank of England
BTL:  Buy-to-Let
EPC:  Energy Performance Certificate
HMRC:  Her Majesty’s Revenue and Customs
RICS:  Royal Institute of Chartered Surveyors
RMBS:  Residential Mortgage Backed Securities
ONS:  Office of National Statistics
TML:  The Mortgage Lender

Glossary

Investment Objective

The Company aims to provide Shareholders with stable income returns through low 
leveraged exposure to portfolios of loans secured against UK residential property.

Investment Policy

The Company’s investment policy is to invest in a diversified portfolio of UK residential 
mortgages. 

•   The Company will purchase legacy portfolios with strong observable performance 
histories or new portfolios with robust underwriting standards

•   Primary origination mechanism may also be put in place
•   Leverage will be used, initially via a banking facility, before fully securitized term structure 

put in place

This is only a summary; details of the Company’s investment policy, including investment 
restrictions, are set out in the Prospectus.

IFRS 9

With regards to IFRS 9 – the company has been reporting its results in accordance with 
IFRS 9 since 1 July 2018. When making future loss provisions under IFRS 9 the low level of 
historic defaults in the UK mortgage sector and the credit protection afforded by the low 
LTV of the loans within our portfolio is factored into our provision calculations, along with 
the recent addition of mortgage payment holidays. The unaudited impact of IFRS 9 has been 
calculated at 1.22% on the Fund’s NAV for the period ending 31 December 2020. The impact 
of expected credit losses is already modelled in the IRR calculations for our portfolios and is 
also included in our portfolio dividend and NAV models.

Key Risks

•   All financial investment involves risk. The value of your investment isn’t guaranteed, 
and its value and income will rise and fall. Investors may not get back the full amount 
invested.

•   Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance, and the Fund may not 
achieve its investment objective.

•   The fund can invest in portfolios of mortgages or the equivalent risk. The lenders of such 
products may not receive in full the amounts owed to them by underlying borrowers, 
affecting the performance of the Fund.

•   Prepayment risks also vary and can impact returns.
•   The fund employs leverage, which may increase volatility of the Net Asset Value.

TIDM UKML
ISIN GG00BXDZMK63
SEDOL BXDZMK6
AMC (%) 0.60

Trading Information

OCF Breakdown

*Servicing and transaction costs are provided for information only as deal specific servicing and other 
transaction costs are included in IRR projections per investment. As at 28/02/2021.

UK Mortgages Ltd 0.85%

UK Mortgages DAC and SPVs (excl. servicing and transaction costs) 0.16%
 
 Total  1.01%

Servicing and Transaction costs (for information)* 2.21%


